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3,d District Appellate Court affirms $23 million

personal injury jury verdict against broker C.H.
Robinson
By William D. Brejcha; Scopelitis, Garvin, Light, Hanson & Feary

-n

e Illinois Appellate Court for the 3rd District has affirmed a $23,775,OOOWili County
jury verdict against transportation broker
C.H. Robinson (NRobinson") in Sperl v. CH. Robinson Worldwide, Inc., Case No. 3-09-0830, March
30,201 1. This case featu red unique facts and the
Court relied on these facts in the course of affirming the jury's fi nding that the driver of the tractor involved in the crash was Robinson's agent
Based on the agency findi ng, Robinson was held
responsible for the driver's conduct under the
respondea t superior doctrine although the d river
was not Robinson's employee.

On April 1, 2004, tractor driver DeAn Henry's
tracto r trailer was northbound on I-55 moving a
load of potatoes from Idaho to Robinson's Bolingbrook, IL warehouse. As Henry's unit approached
Plainfield, her tractor crashed into stopped traffi c on I-55, killed two persons and injured others. Henry's tractor was leased to a motor carrier
named Dragonfly at the time of the crash. Plaintiffs sued Henry, Dragonfly and Robinson; Henry
and Dragonfly ad mitted liab ility, but Robinson
denied liability.

Continued on page 2
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By William O. Brejcha; Scopelitis, Garvin, Light, Hanson & Feary
n One8eacon Insurance v. Haas Industries, Inc.,
567 F.supp. 2d 11 38 (N.D. Cal. 2008), subrogee property insurer OneBeacon brought a
Carmack Amendment 49 U.s.c. §14706 cargo
loss and damage action against Haas to recover
the alleged actual value of certain undelivered
electronic goods One Beacon valued at $105,647.
The District Court ultimately held that Haas had
~ffect ively limited its liability and rejected OneBeacon's claim.
Professional Products, Inc. (UPPI"J purchased
the cargo in issue from Omneon Video Networks
(NOm neo n~) . The cargo was to be shipped from
the West to New York. Haas' bill of lading was is-

I

sued June 5, 2oo5.At that time, Haas was licensed
as both a motor contract carri er and a freight forwarder. The cargo was sold FOB Omneon's dock
so title passed to PPI once the cargo was loaded
on PPI's truck. On delivery, equipment Omneonl
PPI valued at more than $100,000 was missing.
The Haas bill of lading contained the following
language in a conspicuous, capitalized warning:
DECLARED VALUE AGREED AND
UNDERSTOOD TO BE NO MORE TH AN
$50 PER POUND PER PIECE, OR $50.00
WHICHEVER IS HIGHER UNLESS HIGHER

Continued on page 4
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Material deviation: A fallacious argument against limitations of motor carrier liability
Continued (rom page 1
The Court found Robinson was a federally licensed freight broker and a logistics
company providing a variety of transport
related services. Robinson contracted with
~a network of federally licensed driyers" who
hauled ~primarily perishable products" for
Robinson and its customers. In March 2002,
Robinson and Dragonfly entered a contract
carrier agreement providing that only Robinson, not its customers, was exclusively responsible for carrier freight charges. that all
transportation Dragonfly provided to Robinson was to be governed by the contract,
and that Dragonfly warranted its use of competent drivers with neither Robinson nor its
customers responsible for any driver wages,
charges or workers' compensation expenses.
The cootract described the parties' relationship as independent contractors. The trial evidence showed that once a carrier executed
a written contract with Robinson, Robinson
would use the carrie r'S services and issue a
load Confirmation Sheet nCS~) each time it
tendered a load to the carrier. This LCS identified the carrier, driver, cargo and agreed rate
as well as special instructions applicable to
the load.
The Court noted that in 2004, Jewel Food
Stores remodeled its distribution center and
searched for an alternative warehouse from
which it could distribute its perishable products to its retail stores. Jewel knew Robinson
was generally licensed to sell produce and
fruit and offered multiple controlled temperature storage facilities. Jewel entered a
contract w ith Robinson wherein Robinson
agreed to purchase produce for Jewel, store
the produce and then arrange for transport
of the produce to Jewel's retail stores.
In Spring 2004, motor carrier Dragonfly
gave owner operator Henry permission to
use Dragonfly's Federal Motor Carrier Safety
Administration (~FMCSA~) operating authority to secure and deliver loads on her own
without working through Dragonfly's dispatch. If Henry booked her own loads, she
kept 100% of the profit on the load while
Dragonfly retained SCM. of Henry's profit if
Dragonfly dispatched the load to Henry.
On March 29, 2004, Henry called a Robinson transportation manager at Robinson's
Bolingbrook, IL office and asked for a load.
Robinson offered Henry a load of potatoes
Robinson had just acquired in Idaho to move

from Idaho to Bolingbrook. Robinson directed that Henry would need a refrigerated 48
foot trailer for the job. Henry accepted $1,800
for the load and Robinson sent her a $700
fuel advance.
Once Henry accepted the load, Robinson
also sent her its LCS confirming the shipment
details. The LCS included detailed instructions for the driver, requiring the driver to
call a Robinson employee for dispatch with
a series of "DRIVER SPECIAl I NSTRUCT10NS~
as follows:
1. Driver must make daily check calls to Robinson not later than lOAM with a $50 deduction if the calls were not made;
2. Driver must verify the package/pallet
count loaded on the trailer;
3. Driver may incur a $SOO fine if the load
w as delivered more than 24 hours late
and no proof of breakdown was present-

"';

4. Driver may incur a $250 line for being late
for an appointment;
5. Driver must stay In constant communication with Robinson while in transit;
6. Driver may incur a fine if he does not call
Robinson to advise that he had to wait
over 2 hours for the cargo at origin;
7. Driver must caU after each pickup to verify
that the truck is loaded;
8. If the driver is late for a 7:00 AM delivery
appointment without prior notice, the
driver w ill face a $250 fine and may need
to cover any loss of sales;
9. Driver must pulp aU product and call Robinson right away if the temperature is plus
or minus 2 degrees from the temperature
listed on the dispatch sheet;
1O.AIl drivers must check call the day before
delivery if more than 700 miles out at 10
AM and 4 PM on the day prior to delivery.
Henry testified at trial that, per the LC5,
she was in constant contact with Robinson
during the trip, calling Robinson's phone
team five times during the trip, sometimes
more than once a day. During each call, Robinson asked Henry about both her location
and the integrity of the load of potatoes.
While Henry denied that she read the LCS
requirements, she was aware of the possibility of Robinson's fine as she had hauled prior
Robinson loads. She knew the fines ranged
from $50 - $500 and that multiple fines could

,

be imposed for different reasons. Henry
knew she would be fined if she was late for
her delivery and said she would do -everything (she) coul d~ to avoid being late and being fined as a result
The Court added that an FMCSA regulation allowed Henry to drive only 10 hours
per day, but the schedule Robinson set for
the load's delivery pressured Henry to violate
that rule. Henry even stated that given the
time she had to move the load from Idaho to
Bolingbrook. she could not deliver the load
on time by operating in compliance with the
FMCSA 10 hour per day driving limit. A Robinson employee witness was not surprised
by Henry's admission that she would have
made no money on the trip if she had complied with FMCSA's hours of service rules in
transit.
Henry testified that Robinson did not
specify directions she should follow en route
from Idaho to Bolingbrook, but did state that
she called Robinson to get directions as she
neared the Bolingbrook warehouse. She stat~
ed that if she had delivered the potato load
without incident. Robinson would have paid
her by direct deposit to her bank account.
Plaintiff's expert opined that Robinson's
conduct in this case was that of a motor
carrier, not a broker. The expert noted that
Robinson dealt directly with driver Henry,
not the carrier, and that Robinson was to pay
Henry directly. The expert further noted that
Robinson directly paid the driver a $700 fuel
allowance and dispatched Henry such that
Robinson dispatched, managed and supervised the load as a motor carrier.
Robinson's expert noted the differences
between carrier dispatch (with concerns of
driver conditions, hours of service, tax obligations and driver qualifications) and broker
dispatcher (with concerns of load characteristics). Robinson's expert concluded that
Robinson acted as a broker, noting that Robinson's special instructions and fines were
not unusual in th_
e Industry.
Based on the foregoing facts, the jury
specifically found that Henry was Robinson's
agent at the time of the crash with Robinso f}
therefore responsible for Henry's condud
under the respondeat superior doctrine. The
jury's total verdict against Robinson was
$23,775,000 w ith separate awards to each
plaintiff. Robinson's motions for judgment
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or for a new trial were denied. Robinson ap- for several reasons. First, the Court found
oealed.
Robinson <ontrolled Henry's work in the
Robinson initially argued that the jury transport of <argo Henry owned subje<t
verdict should be reversed as the evidence to Robinson's spedfi< instructions and the
~overwhelming ly demonstrated- that Henry
schedules of fines that Robinson enforc:ed.
was an independent contractor and Robin- 5e<:ond, the Court found the nature of Rob-son had no right to control her actions. The inson's and Henry's work was directly related
Court discussed the difference between to each other, as both <oncerned the transHenry's alleged status as an agent or an in·
port of goods. Third, Robinson was to pay
dependent <ontradO(, finding that Robin- Henry directly.
The Court a<knowledged two <ases that
son was liable for the torts of its agent. but
not for the torts of an independent (Ontra<- Robinson cited to establish some error in the
tor. The Court stated that an agency is dis- criti<al agen<y finding. However, the Court
tinguished from an independent (Ontractor distinguished these cases from the Henry
relationship by the level of <antral whi<h is load as Robinson directly awarded the Henexerdsed by a principal. A prin<ipal has the ry cargo, set Henry's schedule and imposed
right to control an agent's <onduct with the threats of fines if the schedule was not met,
agent being empowered to affe<t his prin- even dire<ting Henry's violation of FMCSA's
cipal's legal relations. An independent <on- hours of service rules.
The Court also addressed Robinson's
tractor undertakes to produce a given result
not
confor a third party wi th the third party
claim that the damage award should be allocontractor
in
his
trolling the independent
cated by fault among Dragonfly and Henry.
performanc:e of the work needed to ac(Om- But the Court rejected this claim, holding
plish the given result. The issue of agency is that the jury's find ing of agency rendered
a question offact under Illinois law. In resolv- Robinson responsible for the entire damage
ing this issue, the fact finder must consider under the respondeat superior doctrine. The
all of each party's actions and all surround- Court also found that Robinson could seek
~ng dr<umstances as the parties' actual con<ontribution from Dragonfly due to the parduct <an demonstrate the existen<e of an ties' <ontract but that possibility did not reagency relationship even though the par- duce Robinson's liability.
ties may have labeled or <haracterized their
This de<ision is signifi<ant to the extent
relationship as an independent contractor it holds broker Robinson responsible for the
relationship.
tort of a driver for one of its contracting tar·
After stating these principles, the Court riers. But the case features so many unique
found that the fa<t finder must look at all of elements that almost all other brokerkarrier
the fa<ts of the case to determine Henry's d river cases will be distinguishable on their
relationship with Robinson. While the carfacts. Still, the Court's relian<e on ~the nature
rier agreement with Robinson defined the
ofthe work~ factor as a"significant- one in the
relationship as an independent <ontractor
process of resolving the agent/independent
relationship, the Court found substantial
contractor issue is troublesome as motor
facts showing ~the existence of an agency re<arrlers, brokers, and independent <ontra<lationship."The Court found that its ~cardinal
tor owner operators will necessarily be enconsideration- was the right to <ontrol work
gaged in similar work and the relationships
performan<e, regardless of whether the
among those parties have traditionally been
right was exercised. Another signifiamt facviewed as independent <ontractor relationtor was described as ~the nature of the work
ships, not principaVagent relationships.
performed~ in relation to the alleged emNotwithstanding the Court's characteriza·
ployer's actual business. Other factors to be
tion of-the nature of the work- fa<tor as ·sigconsidered were: (1) the right to discharge;
nifi<ant,-we believe the control issues In this
(2) the method of payment; (3) the provision
case
were the critital fa<tors for both the jury
of ne<essary tools, materials and equipment;
and
the
3'" Distri<t in finding that an agency
(4) w hether taxes were deducted from gross
was
established
and affirming that finding.
revenues paid; and (5) the skill level required
evidence
of Robinson's claimed
Absent
the
for the work. No single factor was to be decontrol
over
Henry
during
the movement,
terminable.
we
do
not
believe
the
jury's
agen<y finding
Applying all factors to the evidence, the
have
been
sustained
based
solely on
could
Court found the jury's verdict was not con"the
nature
of
the
workNfactor
.
•
trary to the manifest weight of the evidence
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Material deviation: A fallacious argument against limitations of motor carrier liability
Continued from poge ,

DECLARED VALUE DECLARED AND
CHARGES PAID. FREIGHT Bill SUBJECT
TO CONDmONS SET FORTH ON REVERSE SIDE.
To the left of above warning was a box
marked "DECLARED VALUE FOR CARRIER $w ith a blank space provided for value declaration. The back side of the bill of lading set
out the -Conditions of Contract Carriage- and
repeated the $050 per pound carrier liability limit "in the absence of a higher declared
value for carriageNand stated that N[dleclared
values for carriage in excess of $0.50 per
pound, per piece, shall be subject to excess
valuation charge.Haas placed a -SHIPPER'S SIGNATUREspace below the bill of lading declared value
terms to draw the shipper's attention to the
limited liability provisions. Additional language in the shipper signature box stated
"FREIGHT Bill SUBJECT TO CONDITIONS
SET FORTH ON REVERSE SIDE.· Omneon had
blank Haas bill of lading forms In its possession. Omneon signed the bill of lading in
issue, but declared no higher value for the
cargo than the bill of lading value. PPI also
never asked Omneon to declare a higher
cargo value.
On January 17, 2005, Haas had sent an
explanatory letter to its customers (-Dear
Valued CUstomers"), including Omneon, advising that effective on that date, Haas'would
assess additional freight charges of $ .70 per
each $looof any declared increased valueon
cargo it moved. The letter was included with
Haas' invoices sent to customers on January
2005. The court found Omneon received notice of the additional charges. The court also
found that in 2005, Haas had arranged for
156 Omneon shipments prior to movement
of the load in issue and 39 thereafter and
Omneon declared no increased value on any
of those shipments. After the loss, PPI filed a
claim with its general property insurer OneBeacon for the missing goods. OneBeacon
paid PPI and is the subrogee of PPI's claim.
After setting out the facts, the court first
found that carrier Haas (freight fOfWarders
are included w ithin the definition of -carrier·
in 49 U.s.c. §13 102(3)) had the burden to establish that it had properly limited its liability.
To carry that burden, the court found Haas
needed to show that it (1) obtained an agree-

ment from the shipper as to a choice of liability; (2) give the shipper a rea sonable opportunity to choose liability levels; and (3) issue
a bill of lading prior to shipment. The court
then held that Haas had carried its burden as
to each element The evidence showed Haas
gave Omneon the opportunity to declare a
higher value while no evidence showed Omneon took advantage of that offer. Omneon
also signed t he bill of lading w hich included
the $ .50 limitation. l ast Haas issued its bill of
lading prior to the movement. The court further noted in dicta that it was not surprising
that both Omneon and PPI had not declared
a higher value because PPI had insurance
and One Beacon presented no evidence as to
why either of those parties woold increase its
costs -by insuring the same cargo twice~
The court further concluded that Haas
maintained a rate schedule w hich included
different rates if shippers declared a higher
value. The court found that Haas had made
its excess value rates available to its customers such that the customers had been prOVided Haas' rates ·on request of the shipper"" as
49 U.s.c. §1 4706(cX l)(b) directed. Although
Om neon never requested those rates, the
court found that Haas gave notice of the
rates in its letter to customers. The court also

observed that Om neon and PPI's fai lure to
request the released rates from Haas showed
that neither had any interest in paying those
excess va lue rates.
While t he court stated that Haas was both
a freight forwarder and a carrier, the opinion
did not address which role Haas performed
on the load in issue. That said, both motor
carriers and freight forwarders can limit their
cargo liability by means of contracts, bills of
lading, letter agreements, or term s and conditions in a published tariff. A carrier's limitation of cargo liability is more likely to be enforced by the courts if the carrier can show it
made repeated offers to shippers to increase
the levels of carrier liability. But the bottom
line in determining whether liability limits
are enforceable Of not is that those decisions
are fact sensitive ones that tum on the language used, the form of the documents in
issue, and the parties' course of dealing. Here
the court found those factors rendered the
limitation enforceable. The court also significantly accepted Haas' letter notice to its cus
tomers of excess value rates to be the practical equivalent of a tariff or rate schedule to
be sent to shippers under 49 U.S.c. §14706(c)
( 1)(B) although Om neon had not requested
the excess value rates . •
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Motor carrier defeats HIV-positive driver's ADA and related claims
By William D. Brejcha; Scopelitis, Garvin, Light, Hanson & Feary

-n
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e u.s. Court of Appeals for the 10th
Circuit has affirmed a summary judgment for a motor carrier on the EEOC's
claim that the carrier had violated the American With Disabilities Act (NADAH) by disclosing a driver trainer's HIV-positive condition
to a potential trainee and other employees.
EEOCv. CR. England. Inc., No. 09-4207, 5/3/11.
The court also affirmed summary judgment
on the EEOC's claims that the carrier wrongfully required the trainer's trainees to execute
a form acknowledging his HIV condition as
well as his ADA bias, retaliation and failure to
accommodate claims.
This case arose from Walter Wa tson's late
2002 voluntary disclosure to the carrier of
his HIV positive health condition outside the
scope of any authorized employment related
medical examination. Watson began working for England as a long-distance employee
driver in November 2002. In De<:ember 2002,
he signed an Independent Contractor and
Equipment Lease Agreements with the carrier. But Watson thereafter ele<:ted to work
as a driver trainer and completed a training
course in February 2003. During Watson's
course to become a trainer, England management personnel de<:ided to notify potential trainees of Watson's HIV condition.
Watson and the carrier's general counsel developed a form by which potential trainees
were notified of Watson's condition before
they commenced their training wi th Watson.
The form was offered to and signed only by
Watson's first potential trainee and he was
the only person to whom England presented
the form.
On February 11, Watson then made a request for Nhome time,Hbut England denied
the request because Watson had not provided two weeks' prior notice. Watson and
his trainee then delivered a load to Omaha
on the following day, but then experienced
several load cancellations before Watson was
dispatched to pick up a new load. Watson
claimed all of these events caused him substantial stress and he again requested -home
time; a request England again denied. Due
to England's denial of his se<:ondHhome time
request, Watson refused a dispatched load,
demanded that his trainee be reassigned
and told England he was Ndeadheading~ to
his Florida home as he could no longer deal
with the stress of his job and needed to con9

suit with his doctor. Watson did drive to Florida on February 12 and England terminated
Watson from his trainer position of February
14 because Watson ·sat up with his student
and burned his hours,~ ~refused a load,H and
"deadheaded . .. over 1,000 miles home." Between mid-February and early March, Watson accepted no new loads, generated no
income, made no weekly truck payments,
and never responded to England's multiple
inquires. England terminated Watson's lease
agreement on March 4, re<:laimed Watson's
truck and referred his debt to a colle<:tion
agency.
In August 2003, Watson filed a charge
against England with the EEOC and asserted
that England had both discriminated and retaliated against him due to his HIV status. In
September 2004, EEOC found that there was
reasonable cause to believe that England had
violated Watson's ADA rights. EEOC followed
up on this finding by filing a September
2006 lawsuit against England in Utah's federal court, asserting England's disclosure of
medical information about Watson's disability in the acknowledgment form tendered to
his trainee violated the ADA as -[u)nlawfully
limiting segregating and/or classifying" him
because of his disability. Watson then intervened in EEOC's suit against England, claiming disability based discrimination, failure to
reasonably accommodate his disability by
allowing him Nhome time,~ and retaliation by
sending his debt to a collection agency. Watson also alleged separate state law claims for
intentional and negligent infliction of emotional distress and invasion of privacy. The
trial court granted summary judgment to
England and the claimants appealed.
The 10th Circuit found that England's
disclosure of Watson's HIV status to the potential trainee and other employees did not
violate ADA §102(d). § 102(d) governs Nmedi_
cal examinations and inj uries.~ Per § 102(d)(3)
and (4), any information obtained through a
post-offer or a voluntary medical examination mustNbe treated as a confidential mediw
cal record. But the court also found that, on
its face, §102(d) had no application to medical status information voluntarily disclosed
by an employee outside the scope of a"medical examination" such that EEOC's claim
failed. The 10th Circuit panel noted that the

,

11th Circuit had reached a similar result in

Cash v. Smith, 231 F.3d 1301 (11 th Cir. 2000).
The 10th Circuit also found England had
not discriminated against Watson by dire<:ting that his trainees were to execute the HIV
acknowledgement forms. This direction did
not constitute Nan adverse employment action~ because England did not change Watson's compensation responsibilities or segregate him from co-workers. The court also
found this requirement did not limit Watson's
training opportunities as the one trainee to
whom the form was presented failed to object to the form and hundreds of other trainees were available to Watson at any given
time.
The 10th Circuit further found that the
load cancellations Watson experienced
were a u mere inconveniencewand not an adverse employment action. The court stated
England's reasons supporting his termination were not pretextual. As Wa tson never
explained how he ran out of hours when
England asked him why he had rejected
England's dispatched load, the court held
Watson's failure of proof supported England's good faith belief that Watson had
misallocated his hours. The court also found
that England's decision to terminate Watson's lease because he elected to deadhead
1,000 miles to go home was not discriminatory and did not require justification based
on any company policy. While the court stated that terminations unsupported by violations of policy could be pretextual in some
circumstances, there was no pretext in this
case.
As to Watson's failure to accommodate
claims concerning England's rejection of his
Nhome time~ requests, the court found that
Watson never told England that his Nhome
time~ requests were related in any way to
his HIV status. This Watson communication
failure defeated his accommodation claim.
Watson also failed to prove any causal link
between his HIV status and England's reference of his debt to a collection agency, thereby dooming his retaliation claim.
The court also rejected Watson's state
law claims by finding that England's use of
the HIV acknowledgement form as to the
one trainee was not so extreme as to go beyond the bounds of public decency. Watson's
breach of privacy claims failed as the court
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found England's disclosure was made only to
the potential trainee and a handful of other
employees such that England's limited disclosure was not W
a public disclosure" which
Violated Watson's privacy rights.
This decision will be helpful to motor carri-
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ers and others as it answers some fundamental questions that arise from the ADA statute
which have not been previously addressed
in detail by the courts. The 10'" Circuit's well
reasoned decision will assist motor carrier
evaluation of how to deal with HIVdisclosure

issues in the workplace. The decision makes
it clear that ADA §102(d) does not apply to
voluntary disclosures made outside of the
context of workplace medical examinations
or injuries. .

Southern District Of California finds home delivery drivers to be
independent contractors, not employees
By William D. Brejcha; Scopelitis, Garvin, Light, Hanson & Feary
n Ruiz v. Affinity Logistics Corp., Case No.
05 cv 2125 Jl5 (CAB) (March 26,2011), the
u.s. District Court for the Southern District
of California found after a trial that the plaintiff class of contractor drivers had failed to
carry their burden of proof to establish that
they had been employees of motor carrier
defendant Affinity. The drivers had signed
contracts wherein the parties had agreed
that the drivers were Affinity's contractors,
not its employees, in Affinity's home delivery
business with Sears. Under the governing
Georgia law, if the parties' contract designated their relationship as one of principal
and independent contractor, that designation was presumed to be true unless other
evidence showed that the alleged employer
controlled the time, manner, and method
of performing work such that an employer/
employee relationship had resulted. Given
the Georgia law, the District Court held that
plaintiffs bore the burden of proof to establish that the drivers were employees.
The District Court first found that the issue of control was critical in resolving the
driver status issue. The District Court then
noted some ten different wcommon law factors"which needed to be reviewed and analyzed to resolve the contested issues as to the
drivers' employment/contractor status with
Affinity.
The District Court began its discussion by
finding the most convincing evidence which
demonstrated that plaintiff drivers were not
employees controlled by Affinity was the
drivers' ability to hire other drivers to load,
d rive and unload the truck as well as to perform all other aspects of the job. Some drivers operated more than one truck with one
plaintiff even operating four different trucks.

I

The drivers testified that it was their decision,
not Affinity's, to operate more than a single
truck.
While plaintiffs alleged that Affinity controlled the drivers hired to operate the drivers'multiple trucks by requiring those drivers
to submit the same application forms as the
drivers in the plaintiff class, the District Court
found this Affinity requirement was truly a
regulatory requirement of the FMCSA, adding that an entity's compliance with federal
regulation as to contractor drivers did not
create any employer/employee relationship.
The District Court also found that Affinity's
action in communicating its customer's requirements to its drivers fa iled to establish
the Affinity ·controlWneeded to overturn the
presumption of independent contractor status that arose from the contract documents.
The District Court next noted the second
most important evidence to sustain the drivers' contractor status was the proof that the
plaintiff drivers had established their own
businesses. While the District Court noted
that Affinity was involved in the creation of
the plaintiff's respective businesses, the individual plaintiff decisions to go into business
were made by the drivers, not Affinity. The
evidence also showed that the plaintiffs, not
Affinity, managed the day to day operations
of their businesses. In this regard, the District
Court found Affinity d id not control the actual hours worked by plaintiffs or their employees and scheduled delivery times had
been set by Affinity's customer Sears, not by
Affinity.
Last. the District Court analyzed each
of the ten common law factors, ultimately
concluding that plaintiffs' evidence was insufficient to overcome the Georgia law pre-
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sumption of independent contractor status
for the plaintiff drivers. Based on this conclusion, the District Court entered judgment for
the defense. But this decision is not yet final.
Plaintiffs have appealed the District Court's
decision to the U.S. Court of Appeals for the
Ninth Circuit. The appeal has been briefed
and argued and the parties await a decision
from the Appellate Court. •

